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Abstract

This paper studies how social ties interact with bribery and corruption. In the laboratory,

subjects are in triads where two ‘performers’ individually complete an objective real-effort task

and an evaluator designates one of them as the winner of a monetary prize. In one treatment

dimension, we vary whether performers can bribe the evaluator – where any bribe made is

non-refundable, irrespective of the evaluator’s decision. A second treatment dimension varies

the induced social ties between the evaluator and the performers. The experimental evidence

suggests that both bribes and social ties may corrupt evaluators’ decisions. Bribes decrease

the importance of performance in the decision. The effect of social ties is asymmetric. While

performers’ bribes vary only little with their ties to the evaluator, evaluators exhibit favoritism

based on social ties when bribes are not possible. This ‘social-tie-based’ corruption is, however,

replaced by bribe-based corruption when bribes are possible. We argue that these results have

concrete consequences for possible anti-corruption policies.
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1 Introduction

People are often asked to evaluate others. Evaluations can be informal – like deciding on whom to

ask on a date – or formal, such as deciding on whom to hire for a job or when grading an exam.

Evaluations may be affected by favoritism or by monetary factors such as wedding dowries,

expected productivity, or bribes (Abbink et al., 2002; Gneezy et al., 2018). In this paper, we

ask whether and how the effects of favoritism and bribes interact in affecting an evaluation.

This is important question to address; as we argue below, the success of anti-corruption policies

may well depend on this interaction.

Monetary incentives may be legitimate or illegitimate and they may be socially acceptable

or unacceptable. Our interest lies in bribes. In most countries, basing a decision on bribes

is illegitimate (and in many cases socially unacceptable); here, we refer to such decisions as

‘corrupt’. Corruption, defined as “the abuse of public office for private gains” (World Bank

and IMF, 2002), is widespread. It may have a major impact on a country’s economy. It has

been empirically related to decreased domestic and foreign direct investments (Mauro, 1995),

and distorted government expenditures on the maintenance of infrastructure and efficient public

projects (Wei, 1999). It retards firm growth (Fisman, 2007) and increases public debt (Cooray

and Schneider, 2017). Developing countries’ economies are likely to be particularly affected.

This is because poorer countries are more corrupt. The correlation between a country’s GDP

per capita (World Bank, 2018) and the corruption perception index (Transparency International,

2018) is high, at 0.72 (own calculation, Pearson correlation test, p < 0.01).

Though many people think of monetary bribes when thinking about corruption, non-monetary

factors might also be important. For example, evaluations might be affected by social ties that

are irrelevant for the issue being considered (Charness and Gneezy, 2008; Chen and Li, 2009;

Fiedler et al., 2011). The mere fact of having a close relationship with someone might bias one’s

evaluation in that person’s favor, irrespective of objective measurements of her acts. This too

will be referred to as ‘corruption’. In academia, for instance, coming from the same hometown as

the members of a selection committee increases candidates’ chances of getting into a prestigious

academy (Fisman et al., 2018). In sports, soccer referees tend to make more beneficial calls

to players who are from the same country as they are (Pope and Pope, 2015). In investment,

investors exhibit home country bias and are reluctant to diversify their equity portfolio across

nations (French and Poterba, 1991; Coval and Moskowitz, 1999; Huberman, 2001). In the labor
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market, “it’s whom you know that counts” (Xie, 2017); for some types of jobs a majority of job

seekers find their jobs through personal contacts (Granovetter, 1995).

Social ties and favoritism have often been observed to play a role in the relationship between

businesses and government. In China, guanxi is a well-known phenomenon that prescribes

personal connections as an important factor in finding solutions to business problems. (Fan,

2002). When the business to government relationship relies too much on guanxi, rent-seeking

behavior is likely to occur, as are nepotism and pork-barrel politics. Favoritism helps firms

get governmental contracts and approval, which typically require lengthy processes with inter-

personal interactions. Moreover, social relationships affect norms, exacerbating corruption by

normalising it (Collins et al., 2009). Through strong social ties, managers can find opportunities

for corrupt behavior with a low risk of exposition. The reverse also holds; when government

bureaucrats turn businesspeople, corruption can follow. For example, in Russia, regions that

had a higher share of communist party members have higher corruption levels even 20 years

after the collapse of the Soviet Union (Libman and Obydenkova, 2013). Thus, social ties may

increase the likelihood of bribes (Bardhan, 1997) and may damage the economy.

All in all, people in power may make biased decisions in response to bribes or as a conse-

quence of favoritism. Moreover, favoritism may interact with the likelihood and influence of

bribes or may have an effect of its own. Some may not consider the favoritism inherent in

the examples of the previous paragraphs to constitute ‘corruption’. Though we agree that the

decision bias involved is different than for a monetary bribe, both cases are characterized by a

person in power benefiting from deciding in favor of a specific other. Her gains from bribe-based

corruption will typically be material, whereas those from tie-based corruption are likely to be

at least partially immaterial (the utility increase derived from helping a friend find a job, for

example). Throughout the paper, we will therefore distinguish between ‘bribe-based corrup-

tion’ and ‘tie-based corruption’. The former involves decisions based on illegitimate monetary

transfers, whereas the latter refers to situations where allocation decisions favor people with

whom someone with power has strong social ties.1

It is generally acknowledged that both types of corruption are important phenomena (though

the term ‘corruption’ is not always used). The relationship between social ties and bribery and

how they affect corruption is, however, understudied. People with strong ties might be inclined

1A special cast of tie-based corruption is ’nepotism’, where family ties are concerned.
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to bribe more (as a signal of being connected, for example) or less (because the tie is already

expected to work in their favor). Similarly, the importance of social ties may in- or decrease

when bribes are made. Our aim is to shed light on these relationships.

We thus ask whether and how evaluations are affected by the social ties between people or

by bribes, and their interactions. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study the

interaction of the two types of corruption. Successful policy implementation may well depend

on an understanding of this interaction. For example, a policy where public servants alternate

across key positions is often used to reduce the social ties between those who make important

decisions on procurement and those who stand to benefit from these decisions. Such a policy

will be more successful if tie-based and bribe-based corruption reinforce each other – so that

the reduced social ties also diminish the effects of bribes – than if they are substitutes. More

generally, the mere presence of social ties may affect the frequency of bribery or the amount

bribed. If so, and the extent to which bribery distorts outcomes will depend on the occurrence

of social ties. These are key issues that need to be understood to better evaluate policies.

We study this in a laboratory experiment. To induce variations in social ties in the labo-

ratory, we apply an extended version of the minimum group paradigm (Tajfel, 1970; Tajfel et

al., 1971; Turner et al., 1979; Tajfel and Turner, 1986; Chen and Li, 2009), using techniques

developed in Robalo et al. (2017). This creates two ‘social groups’. We subsequently induce

social ties between members within a group. Any pair of participants are then considered to

have a ‘strong social tie’ if they are in the same group and a ‘weak social tie’ if they are in

different groups.

We then add the possibility of corruption by introducing a real-effort ‘Bribery game’. Sub-

jects are grouped in triads consisting of one evaluator and two performers. The performers first

individually perform a task where performance is objectively measurable. Then, the evaluator

designates a winner who receives a monetary reward (from the experimenter) while the loser

earns nothing. Before the evaluator does so, in some treatments, the performers have an op-

portunity to bribe the evaluator in an attempt to affect her decision. We distinguish between

three situations with respect to the social ties among the three triad members: 1) the evaluator

has weak ties with both performers; 2) she has a strong tie with one performer and a weak tie

with the other; or 3) all members have strong social ties with each other.
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We consider an evaluator to be corrupt if she designates the lower performer as the winner

and either the lower performer has strong ties with the evaluator in case bribes are not possible

or the lower performer sends a higher bribe. A corrupt decision reallocates an award from

a qualified agent to an unqualified one, thereby damaging the integrity of the decision. Our

construction allows us to abstract away from common, but by no means necessary, aspects of

bribes in the world outside the laboratory such as welfare losses, or a violation of a rule or

law. This allows us to focus exclusively on the integrity of the decision making. Comparing

evaluators’ decisions across distinct sets of social ties when there are no bribes allows us to

measure tie-based corruption. When bribes are allowed, evaluators’ decisions in cases where

their ties with both performers are the same (either a strong tie with both or a weak tie) inform

us of bribe-based corruption. Investigating how these decisions change when the evaluators have

a strong tie with one performer and a weak tie with another informs us of the trade-off between

tie-based and bribe-based corruption.

The laboratory provides a natural environment to address our research questions. It has

various benefits compared to observational field data. Since we are interested in the effects

of bribes and social ties on decision making, it is important to tease out correlations that

may systematically affect decisions. For instance, people who exhibit self-regarding preferences

might be more likely to respond to bribes than those who have a preference for fairness. If

the extent of social preferences is also correlated with group membership and therefore social

ties, this could bias the results obtained from observational field data. Induced social ties in

the laboratory ensure that the differences between members of two groups are random on any

other characteristics than that created by design. Moreover, collecting data about corruption

and bribes in the field has practical limitations. After all, not many people are likely to report

having given or accepted bribes. Finally, laboratory control allows us to make inferences about

causal relations that are not easily attainable in the field. For example, we can isolate the effect

of bribes by comparing two cases that are identical except for the possibility of bribing.2

Our results show little effect of social ties on the decision to bribe, nor on the amount bribed.

More than two-thirds of the performers send a bribe, but this varies little with the social ties

between performers and evaluator. This is reminiscent of results reported by Benistant and

2For a discussion of the use of experiments in the social sciences, see Falk and Heckman (2009). Gächter and
Schulz (2016) provide interesting evidence of the correlation between laboratory measures of dishonesty and evidence
of corruption, tax evasion and fraudulent politics in the field.
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Villeval (2019), where lying is affected neither by one’s group identity nor by the beliefs about

others’ lying behavior. These authors conclude that “unethical behavior is mainly driven by

the unconditional desire to win” in competitive settings. As for evaluators, they value both

performance and social ties as long as no bribes are possible. A higher performance is clearly

rewarded, but being the only performer with a strong tie also provides a strong advantage.

When bribery is allowed, however, bribes crowd out both merit-based nominations (i.e., based on

performance) and social-tie-based nominations. The bribes themselves matter for the evaluator;

when there are no differences in social ties, a better performer only loses the prize if she bribes

less than her competitor. We conclude that bribes crowd out the importance of social ties and

decrease the objectivity in evaluators’ decisions.

Finally, our experiment contributes to studies on unethical behavior like bribery by applying

an arguably more realistic setting than in previous studies. Social ties are omnipresent and to

study the effects of bribery without taking these into account misses an important feature of

the world outside the laboratory. We use a real-effort task in the experiment to create a more

realistic ’performance environment’. We believe that as a consequence of these choices, the

findings in our experiment will help in forming a better understanding of the effects of anti-

corruption policies like staff rotation.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: section 2 provides a brief overview of

the relevant literature. Section 3 describes our experimental design and section 4 introduces the

data and describes the results. Section 5 concludes.

2 Related literature

As discussed in the introduction, various studies have investigated aspects of bribery and cor-

ruption in the laboratory.3 Here, we briefly discuss the literature on the other dimension we

are interested in, social ties. Social identity theory (Turner et al., 1979) can be used to predict

what will happen when there are social ties, but no bribes. Multiple studies on shared group

identity have shown an ‘in-group favoritism’ in cooperation even when the ties between group

members are “minimal”. In a seminal paper, Chen and Li (2009) show that when sharing social

ties, participants are more prosocial; they are more altruistic, less inclined to punish misbe-

3For an overview from the social-psychology perspective, see Köbis et al. (2015) and Köbis et al. (2018).
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havior, and more efficiency concerned.4 Robalo et al. (2017) show that individuals in groups

with strong social ties are more likely to participate in collective action like voting. Solaz et al.

(2019) suggest that voters are willing to support in-group corrupt candidates even when this is

costly. Goette et al. (2012) extend the analysis by considering naturally formed groups in the

Swiss Army. They find that soldiers cooperate more in a prisoner’s dilemma game when they

share social ties. In settings of unethical behavior, subjects are less likely to lie to a socially

closer member (Feldhaus and Mans, 2014), they cheat to benefit those with a shared social

tie (Cadsby et al., 2016); and when being treated unfairly, they are less likely to react with

dishonest behavior (Della Valle and Ploner, 2017). For our experiment, this straightforwardly

yields the prediction that a performer who shares a social tie with the evaluator (while the other

performer does not) is more likely to be selected the winner.

To this point, we have considered social ties generated by membership of the same group,

as is the case in our experiment. Another strand of literature studies favoritism and social ties

more generally.5 The strength of a social tie is defined as the extent to which two individuals

care about each other’s welfare (Van Dijk and Van Winden, 1997). Bosman and Van Winden

(2002) study naturally-occurring social ties by allowing friends to jointly sign up for a laboratory

experiment. The platform used is the power-to-take game, where a proposer is grouped with

two recipients. The proposer can confiscate some (or all) of the recipients’ endowments; in

response, a recipient can destroy her own endowment, leaving nothing for the proposer to take.

The authors distinguish between treatments where the recipients are friends and where they

are strangers to each other. The results show that friends punish the proposer more often by

destroying their endowment and are also more likely to coordinate on this punishment (Reuben

and Van Winden, 2008). Other studies in experimental economics show that closer social

ties increase the likelihood of risk-sharing (Hayashi et al., 1996; Fafchamps and Lund, 2003;

Angelucci et al., 2016), increase reciprocity in a “Lost Wallet” game (Charness et al., 2007),

and cultivate trust in trust games (Fiedler et al., 2011). Meanwhile, ties decrease rejections

of unfair offers in the ultimatum game (Kim et al., 2013). However, the role of social ties in

bribery and corruption remains under-investigated. An exception is a recent study by Rong

4In studies like Chen and Li (2009), a shared “group identity” is induced simply by grouping subjects based on
trivial shared preferences. This is enough to create in-group bias. Here we interpret such “minimal groups” as yielding
“minimal social ties”.

5There is also a large literature that studies the related phenomenon of ingratiation, that is, making effort to
establish oneself as ‘likeable’ towards someone else. See Robin et al. (2014) for an example and review of this
literature.
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et al. (2016), who find in a committee decision-making experiment that ‘negative’ social ties

increase the use of deception.

For the interaction between social ties and bribery, two mechanisms may play a role. On the

one hand, social ties predict that an evaluator will prefer to designate the winner from those

with whom they share a tie. If, on the other hand, a bribe is viewed as a gift, gift exchange (Fehr

et al., 1993) and reciprocity (Fehr and Gächter, 2000) predict that the prize is awarded to the

higher briber. In the presence of social ties, reciprocity might interact positively or negatively

with social ties.

A pattern where social ties are valued when monetary incentives are absent but are crowded

out by monetary incentives has been documented in an entirely different environment by

Bandiera et al. (2009). They use a field experiment with fruit pickers and their managers

to investigate the effects of social connections between workers and managers on effort provi-

sion. When managers have no marginal monetary incentive, they favor workers who are socially

connected, irrespective of the workers’ ability. In contrast, when managers are paid performance

bonuses based on the average productivity of their workers, they favor the high ability workers

irrespective of social connections.

The experimental literature on corruption is by now extensive.6 This literature, however,

includes no prior research where social ties between the briber and bribee play a role. Moreover,

previous experiments have typically involved abstract decision-making environments. One ex-

ception is Gneezy et al. (2018), who do use a real-effort task in their bribery game (subjects have

to write a joke). The setup there is otherwise similar to ours, because the jokes are subsequently

evaluated by an evaluator. In the Gneezy et al. (2018) experiment, however, performance is not

objectively measurable. This makes it hard to attribute any particular evaluation to the bribes

received. We believe that the experiment used in this paper increases the external validity of

this type of work by using a real-effort task where performance can be objectively measured

and performers can attempt to influence the evaluation by bribes.

6The most recent literature review of experiments on corruption appears to be Bobkova and Egbert (2012), which
discusses the original papers like Abbink et al. (2002); Abbink (2004); Abbink and Hennig-Schmidt (2006); Barr and
Serra (2009); Cameron et al. (2009). Subsequent laboratory studies include Fahr and Djawadi (2012); Armantier and
Boly (2013); Berninghaus et al. (2013); Vetter (2013); Abbink et al. (2014); Drugov et al. (2014); Zhang (2015a,b);
Banerjee (2016); Campos-Vazquez and Mejia (2016); Fǐsar et al. (2016); Salmon and Serra (2017); Abbink et al. (2018);
Vranka and Bahńık (2018); Czap and Czap (2019); Gneezy et al. (2018); Bühren (2020); and Parra (2020).
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3 Experimental design

The experiment was run at the CREED laboratory of the University of Amsterdam. We re-

cruited 336 participants (14 sessions with 24 subjects each) from the CREED subject pool. The

currency used in the experiment is ‘points’. Earned points were converted to euros at the end

of the experiment at a rate of 1:1. On average each session lasted approximately one hour and

the average earnings were 21 euros, including a 7 euros show-up fee.

There are three parts in the experiment. We give instructions separately at the beginning

of each part.7 In the first two parts, we generate two groups and create social ties within each.

In the third part, we conduct a bribery game in which triads are formed, consisting of one

evaluator and two performers. The evaluator selects one performer as the winner of a contest.

As discussed above, there are three ways to form the triads based on their social ties. One

treatment dimension distinguishes between these. In a second treatment dimension we separate

the cases where performers can bribe the evaluator from cases where they cannot. We apply a

full-factorial 3× 2, between-subject design with a real-effort task.

3.1 Social Ties

Upon arrival at the laboratory, each of the 24 subjects first individually reviews three pairs of

paintings. Unknown to the participants, all paintings are made by children under the age of

four.8 Subjects are asked to indicate their appreciation for paintings by dividing 100 “appre-

ciation units” between the two paintings in each pair. More units indicate a higher relative

appreciation. An example of this task is shown in Figure 1.

Subjects use a slider to adjust their relative preference for the two paintings. The slider keeps

the sum equal to 100. The default position is at the middle of the bar (at 50-50), indicating

indifference between the two paintings in a pair. This task is not incentivized. Once subjects

have finished, they are separated into two groups of 12 based on their preferences for paintings

on the left or right. One group has a higher score for paintings on the left and the other group

has a higher score for paintings on the right. All subjects move to a new seat. One group moves

to new seats in the original laboratory, the other to seats in an adjoining laboratory.

7Experimental instructions and questions asked in the exit survey can be found in Appendix A.
8See Appendix B for more details.
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Figure 1: Group allocation: painting pair 1

Notes: Subjects can move the grey slider . The sum of appreciation units is 100. The
default position is at 50 - 50.

After subjects have been reallocated across the two laboratories, they read the instructions

for the second part of the experiment. The purpose of the second part is to create stronger

social ties between subjects in the same laboratory than those between two subjects in distinct

laboratories. The procedures used follow those introduced in Robalo et al. (2017). There are

three tasks: first, subjects choose a slogan for their own laboratory to be selected from three

options. They do so by chatting without time constraint via a chat box that is only available to

subjects in the same laboratory.9 The group decision is made via majority rule. Subjects are

informed that the chosen slogan will be shown on their computer monitors for the remainder of

the experiment.

The second task in this part 2 is a tournament between the two laboratories. This aims at

further strengthening the social ties within the laboratory. Each subject individually reviews

five pairs of paintings and is asked to determine the sources of the paintings in each pair; see

Figure 2 for an example. They are told that each painting may have been made by a child under

the age of 15 or by a professional artist.10 There are four possible answers for each pair (both

by children; left by child, right by professional, etc.). For each correct answer by an individual,

the accumulated score of the laboratory as a whole increases by one. The laboratory with the

9Appendix C provides an example of these chats.
10Paintings by professional painters are obtained from MoMA’s online gallery, which are freely available for research

purposes. For the children’s paintings, we are grateful to the “Global Children’s Art Gallery” (naturalchild.org/gallery)
for granting us permission to use these. All paintings used are shown in Appendix C.
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higher final score receives 24 points as a prize to be divided equally amongst the twelve subjects

in that laboratory.

The final task in part 2 is an other-other dictator allocation task. Each subject is asked to

allocate two points (in increments of 0.1) between a random participant in the own laboratory

(excluding herself) and a random participant in the other laboratory. This provides an alterna-

tive measure for the closeness a subject feels towards someone in the own laboratory compared

to someone in the other laboratory other than a direct question regarding closeness (see question

5 in exit survey in Appendix A). It is an indication of the social ties with co-members relative

to the others.

Figure 2: Group tournament

Notes: Screenshot of the first pair of paintings in the group tournament. The painting on
the left is by the 11-year-old Yavagina M. from Minsk, Belarus. The painting on the right
is by Sam Gilliam “coffee thyme”. The correct answer is then that the left is painted by a
child and the right by a professional painter.

To avoid possible spillovers to part 3 of the experiment, the results for the tournament and

other-other allocation are revealed only at the end of the experiment. All decisions are paid,

including the group tournament, other-other allocation, and the payoffs in the bribery game

that is introduced in the next section.

To inform them about the composition of the triads, subjects are told from which laboratory

are the evaluator and the other performer. There are three possible compositions. Denote the
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evaluator’s laboratory by ‘A’; then any performer from laboratory A is defined to have a strong

social tie to the evaluator. Any performer from the other laboratory (B) has a weak social tie to

the evaluator. This yields the three triad compositions summarized in Table 1, where we label

the name of the treatment groups according to the performers’ relationships to the evaluator.

Note that having 12 subjects in each of the two laboratories allows us to form exactly 8 triads in

each of the treatments. Combining the social-tie treatment with the bribe/no-bribe treatment

dimension, Table 2 illustrates all treatment cells and lists the number of subjects in each.

Table 1: Triad composition

Both weak ties One strong tie Both strong ties

Evaluator A A A

Performer 1 B A A

Performer 2 B B A

Notes: A and B refer to laboratory A and laboratory B. We define laboratory A as the
evaluator’s laboratory. 1) Both weak ties: the evaluator comes from one laboratory,
both performers from the other; 2) One strong tie: the evaluator and one of the
performers are from one laboratory, the other performer is from the other laboratory;
3) Both strong ties: all three players are from the same laboratory.

Table 2: Number of subjects in treatment groups

Both weak ties One strong tie Both strong ties

Without bribe 48 48 48

With bribe 60 72 60

3.2 The bribery game

The third part of the experiment is a bribery game with a general structure similar to Gneezy

et al. (2018). Each performer receives a 5-points endowment. Then, all performers conduct the

real-effort task developed by Weber and Schram (2016); their results are sent to the evaluator in

their triad. Subsequently, the evaluator selects one winner from the two performers. The winner

receives an additional 10-points reward. The evaluator receives a fixed payoff of 10 points.
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Figure 3: Matrix task

Notes: A screenshot of the matrix task. Performers are given eight minutes to solve
as many matrices as possible. Subjects need to find the highest number in each
matrix and calculate the sum. The program allows them to see the number of correct
and incorrect answers. In this example, the correct answer should be 186 (= 91 +
95). Numbers are generated randomly in a way that puts lower probability on high
numbers (to avoid a high probability that the maximum number is above 90); more
information is available upon request.

3.2.1 Task

Performers in this part are asked to find the sum of the largest numbers in two 10×10 matrices.

Each cell in these matrices contains a two-digit number between 01 and 99. The task is to find

the highest numbers in each of the two matrices and add them up. After entering a number,

a new pair of matrices appear, independently of whether the previous answer is correct.11 The

two performers are given eight minutes to solve as many of these matrix puzzles as possible

(with a maximum of 30). A running digital clock reminds performers of the time. When time is

up, a page pops up showing their own number of correct answers, but not the number of correct

answers for the other performer. There is no payoff directly associated with correct answers.12

After performers have finished the matrix puzzle and seen their own performance in the task,

we reveal the social ties between the members of the triad by revealing to which laboratory each

belongs. In the bribe treatments, performers are then informed that they may transfer points

11Success in this task is mainly related to the ability to focus in searching for the highest numbers. Schram et al.
(2019) show that there are no gender differences in ability when the task is done in a non-competitive environment.

12After having finished the instructions for this part and before starting the task, all subjects have to correctly answer
a set of questions testing their understanding of the task, the duties related to being the evaluator or a performer, the
payoff scheme, and the time constraint. Before assigning roles to evaluators and performers, all subjects go through
a trial session of the matrix puzzle to familiarize themselves with the task.
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to the evaluator. Subsequently, each performer sends her result (and transfer points, in the

bribe treatments) to the evaluator.13 The evaluator sees the results and transfers from both

performers and selects a winner. Each performer remains unaware of the performance and

transfers of the other performer.

Performers may transfer any amount between zero and ten points.14 The evaluator is aware

of the social ties with both performers when selecting a winner. It is common knowledge that the

transfers are non-refundable, there is no punishment to transferring points (which we interpret

as a bribe), and that it is up to the evaluator to select a winner. In summary, the evaluator

selects a winner knowing the number of correct answers by the two performers, the transfers

from both performers, and her social ties with both performers.

Performers’ transfer decisions are made only once. To collect more observations from evalu-

ators we ask them to make two rounds of decisions. After selecting a winner from the first pair

of performers, we ask the evaluators to again select a winner from a different pair of performers.

These are randomly chosen and with the same triad composition (in terms of social ties) as in

the first round. Evaluators are informed about the second round of decisions only after they

have made the decisions for the first round. All participants are informed that the final payment

is determined by the decisions in one randomly chosen round.

Before we reveal any results from the experiment, we elicit (incentivized) beliefs of the

performers about other performers’ ability to solve the matrix game. Performers guess the

distribution of the correct number of answers in their session, i.e., how many performers manage

to solve only one task, how many solve two tasks, etc. The closer their guesses are to the observed

distribution in their session, the higher their payoff will be. They have five experimental points

as an initial endowment, and we subtract 0.25 points for every unit deviation (in number of

correct sums) between their answer and the correct answer (see question 6 in the exit survey

in Appendix A for more information). Finally, we also collect information on socio-economic

characteristics and their subjective attachment or closeness towards in-group and out-group

members. For the latter, subjects were asked to indicate on a ten-point scale how close they feel

to their own laboratory and to the other laboratory, ranging from “don’t feel any attachment”

to “really feel like belonging” (see question 5 of the exit survey in Appendix A).

13We designed the experiment in such a way that performers can only truthfully report their results.
14Together with the show up fee of seven euros, the five point starting capital and one-to-one exchange rate ensure

that a performer will have positive earnings from participation even if she transfers ten points and has no other
earnings.
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In summary, the earnings are determined as follows. Aside from a seven euros show-up fee, a

performer’s earning is composed of five parts: the award from the inter-laboratory tournament

if her laboratory wins, earnings from the other-other allocation task, five points of fixed payoff

as a performer in the bribery game minus the transfer she offers to the evaluator, the ten-point

award of being selected the winner in the bribery game (zero if she loses), and earnings from

the post-experimental belief elicitation. A evaluator’s earning is also composed of four parts

on top of the show-up fee; namely, the award in the tournament if her laboratory wins, money

from the other-other allocation task, ten points of fixed payoff as an evaluator in the bribery

game, and bribes from both performers. In treatments without bribes performers are not given

an opportunity to transfer money to the evaluator and evaluators only receive the fixed wage.

3.3 Conjectures

Denote the fraction of possible occasions that the award is given to the better performer by

φ. Our point of departure is that, by-and-large, when there are no differences in performers’

bribes or social ties with the evaluator, then φ is close to 1. We designed this experiment with

the idea that bribe-based and tie-based corruption both bias an evaluator’s decision, in favor

of, respectively, the higher briber and stronger tie. Let B+ (B−) denote the bribe by the better

(worse) performer. This yields the following conjectures.

Conjecture 1: Bribe-based corruption

When the better performer bribes less than the worse performer, the fraction of prizes awarded

to the better performer is lower than when the better performer bribes as least as much as the

worse performer. That is, φ|[B+<B−] < φ|[B+≥B−].

Conjecture 2: Tie-based corruption

In the treatment with one strong tie and without bribes, better performers are less likely to

be awarded the prize when they have a weak tie than when they have a strong tie. That is,

φ[weak tie] < φ[strong tie].

We do not have a firm expectation with respect to the relationship between bribe-based and

tie-based corruption. They may be complements or substitutes. In fact, this interaction is at

the core of our research question.
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4 Results

In this section, we first validate our creation of social ties and then present a general overview

of our results. Subsequently, we test for treatment effects; we check whether performers’ bribes

and evaluators’ corruption vary with the constellation of social ties in the performers-evaluator

triads. Unless indicated otherwise, test results are based on permutation t-tests (indicated by

1-PtT for one-sample tests and 2-PtT for two-sample tests). These are non-parametric tests

for differences in means (note that the often used Wilcoxon and Mann-Whitney tests test more

generally for differences in distributions). As argued by Moir (1998) and Schram et al. (2019),

such permutation tests have higher power than many alternatives.

4.1 Creating social ties

Our manipulation of social ties successfully created ties of different strength. Figure 4 presents

two measures. We use measures for the subjective closeness collected in the post-experimental

questionnaire (measured on a 10-point scale) as the main proxy for social ties. It is shown in

the left panel in Figure 4 that the median feeling of closeness towards someone with whom one

has strong ties is five out of ten, while it is two out of ten towards someone with whom one

shares only weak ties. The difference between the two groups is statistically highly significant

(1-PtT, p < 0.001, N =336). Our alternative measure of social ties confirms that subjects treat

those from their own group better than those from the other group. Recall that each subject is

asked to divide two points (in 0.1 point increments) between a random in-group member and

a random out-group member in the other-other allocation task. The observed allocations are

shown in the right panel. The points that subjects allocate are presented on a scale of 0 to

20. The results show that the median amount of money allocated to a random member in the

same laboratory is three times more than that distributed to a random member in the other

laboratory. The amount allocated to someone with whom one has strong ties is significantly

higher than 10 (which would imply an equal split), (1-PtT, p < 0.001, N =144).15

15The dictator allocation measure and the closeness measure are positively and significantly correlated (Pearson’s
correlation coefficient is 0.19, p < 0.01). Due to technical problems, the other-other allocation data of the first eight
sessions were unfortunately lost. Figure 4 therefore plots observations collected in six sessions (144 observations). For
this reason, we use the subjective measure in our regression analyses below. These regression results do not change
qualitatively or quantitatively if we use the allocation measure instead.
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Figure 4: Social tie manipulation

Notes: The left panel illustrates the subjective feelings of closeness towards members in the
same and other laboratory as expressed in the post-experimental questionnaire. The right
panel shows the results of the ‘other-other allocation’ task. Subjects are asked to distribute
2 points in 0.1 point increments between a random other participant in the same laboratory
and a random participant in the other laboratory. The results are shown on a scale from 0
to 20. Upper and lower bounds indicate the maximum and minimum observed values; boxes
depict 25-75 percentiles and the horizontal line gives the median observation.

4.2 General overview

Randomization. We have data on 224 performers, of which 128 are in the Bribery treatment

and 96 in the No-Bribery treatment. There are 108 evaluators, 60 in the Bribery treatment and

48 in the No-Bribery treatment.16 Table D1 in Appendix D presents descriptives for the par-

ticipants in the various treatments. Pairwise differences across treatments in age, gender, and a

variable measuring a major in economics or business are all insignificant at the 5% level (2-PtT).

Additional evidence of successful randomization comes from comparing performance (that is,

the number of correct summations) in the two laboratories. Mean performance in the two lab-

oraties was 7.58 and 7.48. The difference is statistically insignificant (2-PtT, p=0.852). Table

3 shows performance across treatments. The average number of correct matrix summations is

between 7 and 8 and does not seem to vary much across treatments. Indeed, we find no statis-

tically significant difference in task performance (all pairwise comparisons, p > 0.1, 2-PtT).17

Recall that while doing the task, subjects are unaware of any of the features that distinguish

16Data on four evaluators in the Bribery treatment are missing due to a programming error in the first session.
Performers’ decisions in this session are not affected.

17For treatments with bribes, the p values for the pairwise comparisons are: ‘Both weak tie’ vs. ‘One strong tie’
p = 0.55, ‘Both weak tie’ vs. ‘Both strong tie’ p = 0.25, and ‘One strong tie’ vs. ‘Both strong tie’ p = 0.13. Without
bribes, the pairwise comparisons show no significant differences, either: ‘Both weak tie’ vs. ‘One strong tie’ p = 0.91,
‘Both weak tie’ vs. ‘Both strong tie’ p = 0.82, and ‘One strong tie’ vs. ‘Both strong tie’ p = 0.73.
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Table 3: Descriptive statistics

Bribe Treatment No Bribe Treatment
Both One Both Both One Both
weak ties strong tie strong ties weak ties strong tie strong ties

Matrix task performance 7.45 7.92 7.15 8 7.97 7.72
(2.18) (2.66) (2.01) (2.2) (2.56) (2.23)

Percentage Bribing 82.5 66.7a 80
(38.5) (47.6) (40.5)

Bribe amount (among bribers) 3.45 3.38b 3.09
(1.94) (1.43) (1.89)

Fraction high performer chosen 0.80 0.73c 0.83 0.97 1.00 0.91
(0.41) (0.45) (0.38) (0.18) (0.00) (0.30)

Allocation to own group 1.46 1.51 1.54 1.43 1.42 1.44
(0.44) (0.43) (0.40) (0.43) (0.43) (0.5)

Performers 40 48 40 32 32 32
Evaluators 20 20d 20 16 16 16
Subjects 60 68 60 48 48 48

Notes: Task performance refers to the number of matrix pairs correctly solved. Treatments are
defined in section 2.2.1. ‘Allocation to own group’ is the amount allocated to a random other of
the own group when dividing two points with a random participant in the other group.
a For player with the strong tie: 70.8 (46.4); for player with the weak tie: 62.5 (49.4). This
difference is statistically insignificant (2-PtT, p = 0.763).
b For player with the strong tie: 3.41 (1.54); for player with the weak tie: 3.33 (1.34). This
difference is statistically insignificant (2-PtT, p = 0.904).
c If the player with the strong tie performs as least as well as the other: 0.82 (0.39); if the player
with the weak tie performs better than the other: 0.61 (0.51). This difference is statistically
insignificant (2-PtT, p = 0.274).
d Data for four evaluators were lost due to technical problems in the first session.

between the treatments. This result, then, is an indication of a successful randomization of

subjects across treatments.

Bribes. Table 3 also shows bribes across treatments. It reveals that when given the op-

portunity, most subjects send a bribe. The average amount bribed (conditional on sending a

bribe) varies little across treatments. More specifically, more than 66% of the performers send

money to evaluators even though bribes are non-refundable. In ‘Both weak ties’ and ‘Both

strong ties’, the bribe rate goes up to 82.5% and 80.0%, respectively, but neither is statistically

different at the 5% level from the 66% observed in the ‘One strong tie’ treatment (‘Both weak

tie’ vs. ‘One strong tie’: p = 0.09, ‘Both strong tie’ vs. ‘One strong tie’: p = 0.16, 2-PtT).18

On average bribers - conditional on the decision to bribe - give more than three points to the

evaluator (Table 3). We observe no statistically significant differences across treatments in the

18The bribe rate in our experiment should not come as a surprise. We can compare our rates with those observed in
a number of previous studies. Subjects in Abbink et al. (2002) bribe at a rate of 51-76%, depending on the treatment.
Subjects in Abbink (2004) bribe at a rate of 34 - 51% while those in Abbink and Hennig-Schmidt (2006) show rates of
48 - 51%. The bribe rate is 63 - 87% in Barr and Serra (2009). Finally, in a treatment group in Gneezy et al. (2018)
to check for robustness where the task is objective, a bribe rate of 64% is observed.
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conditional amount bribed.19 Finally, as indicated in the table note, bribes do not differ much

between the two performers in the treatment with one strong and one weak tie. Of course,

the lack of an effect of social ties on bribing behavior might be due to the method used to

induce ties. Perhaps social ties in the world outside the laboratory are stronger and do induce

differential bribing behavior. On the other hand, we will see that the ties we induce do affect

corruption. This suggests that such ties can have real consequences for participants’ decisions,

even if they do not affect bribing choices.

Corruption. There are two situations in which we consider an evaluator’s decision to be

corrupt. First, a decision is ‘bribe-based corrupt’ if it awards the prize to the worse performer

when her bribe is higher.20 The second type is ‘tie-based corruption’. This may occur (only) in

the treatment where one of the performers has a strong tie with the evaluator and the other has

a weak tie, while the better performer bribes the same amount or more than the other. If the

better performer has the weak tie and the other receives the prize, we consider this tie-based

corruption; in spite of the fact that the performer with the weak tie performs better and bribes

as least as much, the prize is allocated to the performer with a strong tie.21 We have a total of 82

performer pairs where neither bribes nor performance were tied. In 42 of these cases (51%), the

performer that performed poorer bribed more, thus creating scope for bribe-based corruption.22

In the treatment with one strong tie, there were 26 cases where the better performer bribed as

least as much as the other. This creates the possibility of tie-based corruption.

Figure 5 plots, by treatment, the mean fraction of times in which the evaluator awarded

the prize to the better performer. For this analysis, we disregard performer pairs with equal

performance (contrary to the corresponding row in Table 3). The figure distinguishes between

cases where the better performer bribed less than, equal to, or more than the lower performer.

The black bars (lower bribes by the better performer) represent the 38 cases where bribe-based

corruption is possible. Indeed, corruption is observed in these cases; the better performer is not

19‘Both strong ties’ vs. ‘one strong tie’: p = 0.889; ‘one strong tie’ vs ‘both weak ties’: p = 0.543; ‘both weak ties’
vs. ‘both strong ties’: p = 0.475, all 2-PtT. As reported in the table note, in the treatment with one strong tie we also
find no significant differences in bribes between the two performers.

20Note that the evaluator’s decision cannot be explained by greed, because she keeps bribes from both performers
by design. Corruption might, however, be motivated by reciprocity, where rewarding the higher transfer is more
important to the evaluator than rewarding performance.

21If in the one-strong-tie treatment the better performer bribes less than the other and has a weak tie, then both
types of corruption might cause the evaluator to allocate the prize to the other performer. For sake of simplicity, we
categorize this as bribe-based corruption.

22Because of the data recording problems in the first session (mentioned above), we do not have the evaluator’s
decisions for four of these cases.
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Figure 5: Fraction of Better Performers Chosen

Notes: Bars show fraction of times that the high performer is awarded
the prize. Numbers in the bars denote the numbers of observations. The
horizontal axis depicts for each treatment whether the high performer
bribed less than, equal to, or more than the low performer. Bribe-based
corruption can occur only when the high performer bribes less (black
bars). Tie-based corruption can occur only when there is one strong and
one weak tie. In both cases, corruption is stronger, the lower is the bar.

always the one to whom the prize is awarded. In aggregate, bribe-base corruption is observed

in 53% of the cases where it is possible. Aside from the black bars, the only two cases where

the poorer performer is sometimes awarded the prize are in the treatment with one strong and

one weak tie, while the better performer bribes at least as much as the other. Of these 26

cases, there are 12 where the better performer has the weak tie, which opens the possibility of

tie-based corruption. Such corruption is observed in four of these cases (33%).23 These first

results suggest that bribe-based corruption is a more important phenomenon than tie-based

corruption; below, we will study in more detail how evaluators weigh bribes and social ties.

Finally, note that in all (34) cases where neither type of corruption is possible, the prize was

awarded to the better performer. Together, these results provide support for Conjectures 1 and

2. The regressions to be presented below show that these results are statistically significant.

23Somewhat surprisingly, there were also two cases where the performer with a strong tie to the evaluator performed
better and bribed at least as much, but the prize was awarded to the performer with a weak tie.
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4.3 Treatment effects

Now we turn to the main research question; how do social ties interact with bribery and cor-

ruption? We first consider the treatment effects on performers’ decision, that is, the decision to

bribe and the amount bribed and subsequently discuss the effects on evaluators’ corruption.

4.3.1 Bribes

Recall that we found no apparent treatment effects on bribes in Table 3, that is, neither at the

intensive nor at the extensive margin do our social tie treatments seem to affect bribing behavior.

The aggregation level used there, however, might gloss over more subtle differences. For example,

we have not yet considered the distinct bribing behavior between the two performers when one

has a strong tie to the evaluator and the other a weak tie.

We first consider in Table 4 the Pearson correlations between bribing, performance, beliefs

about the other’s performance, and the treatment dummy variables. For the treatment with

one weak and one strong tie we consider the two performers separately. Most of the correlations

considered are weak and statistically insignificant.

Table 4: Correlations

Bribe Bribe Perfor-
(dummy) (amount) mance

Performance -0.020 0.177 * 1.000
Both weak ties 0.106 0.060 -0.024
Strong tie, in One strong tie treatment -0.055 0.027 0.106
Weak tie, in One strong tie treatment -0.149 * 0.006 0.054
Both strong ties 0.066 -0.087 -0.111
Belief -0.077 0.143 0.719 ***

Notes: ‘Bribe (dummy)’ is 1 if the performer bribed. ‘Bribe (amount)’
is the amount bribed conditional on bribing. ‘Performance’: number
of correct matrix sums. ‘Strong social tie’: the performer in the one-
social-tie treatment with a strong social tie to the evaluator. ‘Belief’:
expected number of correct summations by the other performer. Cells
give the Pearson correlation coefficient; t-tests test the difference with
correlation 0. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05 *** p < 0.01.

The second and third columns show that the decision to bribe (extensive margin) and the

amount bribed (intensive margin) are both uncorrelated with the two treatments where the

performers share the same tie. More specifically, all four correlation coefficients between the

propensity to bribe or the amount bribed on the one hand and the ‘both weak ties’ and ‘both

strong ties’ dummies on the other hand are statistically insignificant and below 0.11. Performers
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with the weak tie when the other has a strong tie to the evaluator bribe (marginally) significantly

less often.24 The amount bribed is marginally significantly correlated with one’s performance in

the matrix task. The positive correlation indicates that participants who perform well tend to

transfer higher amounts if they bribe. The fourth column confirms our earlier observation that

performance does not correlate with the treatments. Finally, the last row shows the correlations

between elicited beliefs about the other performer’s score and the own bribe and performance.

It shows that a better own performance correlates with a higher expected performance by the

other. This belief, however, is not significantly correlated with the likelihood or level of bribing.

To complete the analysis of bribes, we regress the extensive and intensive margins of bribery

on a set of treatment dummies and individual characteristics. Table 5 presents the results of a

hurdle model combining a probit regression of performers’ decision on whether to bribe or not

with a linear regression of the amount bribed conditional on bribing. The independent variables

for the probit equation include treatment dummies, being the strong-tie performer in the ‘One

strong tie’ treatment, performance, beliefs and interaction terms. For the linear equation, we

add a set of individual characteristics.

We use the weak-tie performer in the ‘One strong tie’ treatment as the baseline. Compared

to this performer we observe that (i) someone who also has a weak tie but is paired with another

weak-tie performer (that is, someone in the ‘Both weak tie’ treatment) is more likely to bribe;

and (ii) the effect of performance on the likelihood of bribing is stronger for her strong-tie

partner. Both of these effects are marginally significant. The strongest effect of ties on bribes

is observed for the role of beliefs. Beliefs about the partner’s performance do not significantly

affect bribes for the baseline group, nor for the treatments where both performers share the

same tie to the evaluator. In the ‘One strong tie’ treatment, we observe somewhat surprisingly

that the performer with a strong tie is less likely to bribe, the higher is the performance she

expects from the other. The big picture, however, is that there is very little evidence that

bribes offered by the performers are affected by the social ties between the performers and the

evaluator.

24This correlation compares those with a weak tie to all other performers. If we only consider participants in the
‘One strong tie’ treatment, the correlation drops to 0.088, with p = 0.55.
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Table 5: Performers’ bribe behavior: Hurdle model regression

Decision to bribe: Probit marginal effect
Both weak tie treatment 7.13 (4.04)*
Both strong tie treatment 5.91 (3.87)
Performance -0.44 (0.68)
Performance x Both weak tie treatment 1.00 (0.88)
Performance x Both strong tie treatment 0.73 (0.86)
Strong social tie 4.60 (2.87)
Strong social tie x Performance 0.65 (0.38)*
Belief 0.71 (0.47)
Belief x Both weak tie treatment -0.96 (0.59)
Belief x Both strong tie treatment -0.79 (0.55)
Belief x Strong social tie -1.35 (0.59)**

Amount bribed: Linear regression coefficient
Constant -2.79 (4.84)
Both weak tie treatment 5.82 (5.15)
Both strong tie treatment 3.25 (5.00)
Performance -0.21 (0.95)
Performance x Both weak tie treatment 1.40 (1.16)
Performance x Both strong tie treatment 0.43 (1.16)
Strong social tie 3.59 (3.58)
Strong social tie x Performance 0.36 (0.50)
Belief 0.57 (0.61)
Belief x Both weak tie treatment -0.86 (0.74)
Belief x Both strong tie treatment -0.49 (0.70)
Belief x Strong social tie -0.93 (0.75)
Closeness towards own group 0.16 (0.08)*
Age 0.08 (0.08)
Female 0.15 (0.44)
Experience 0.26 (0.36)
Major in economics or business -1.27 (0.52)**
Observations 128

Notes: ‘Performance’: number of correct matrix sums.
‘Strong social tie’: the performer in the one-social-tie treat-
ment with a strong social tie to the evaluator. ‘Belief’: ex-
pected number of correct summations by the other performer.
‘Experience’: number of previous experiments the performer
had participated in. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05 *** p < 0.01.

4.3.2 Corruption

We therefore now turn to investigating treatment effects in evaluators’ corruption. To capture

how evaluators choose a winner from two candidate performers under varying constellations of

social ties, we apply McFadden’s conditional logit analysis (McFadden, 1973). This allows us

to investigate how evaluators value performers based on different attributes of the performers

themselves, including performance, bribes, and social ties to the evaluator. Since each evaluator

in our experiment is asked to rate winners in two rounds, we have two observed choices for each

evaluator. We will therefore cluster standard errors at the level of the evaluator.
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More specifically, suppose that evaluators have a random utility framework (Manski, 1977)

as defined in equation (1):

Ui,j = Vi,j + εi,j , (1)

where evaluator i attributes (random) utility Ui,j , i = 1, ..., N to performer j ∈ 1, 2. Utility

is composed of a deterministic term Vi,j , that depends on observed performer characteristics;

and a random term εi,j . Let Yi,j = 1 denote that evaluator i prefers performer j over the other

performer −j in her triad. Assuming that ε follows a type-I extreme value distribution (Luce,

2005) this yields the probability that performer j is preferred by evaluator i

Pr[Yi,j = 1] = Pr[Ui,j > Ui,−j ] =
exp(Vi,j)∑2
k=1 exp(Vi,k)

. (2)

To proceed, we assume a linear function for the latent variable Vj (for ease of notation we drop

the subscript i for the evaluator). Then the value of performer j is assumed to be given by a

linear combination of observable characteristics:

Vj = α+ β1Performj + β2Tiej + β3Performj × Tiej

+β4Bribej + β5Bribej × Tiej + β6Z
′
j + εj , (3)

where Performj is the number of correct summations, Bribej is the amount bribed (only used

in the bribe treatments), Tiej is a dummy variable indicating that the performer has a strong

tie to the evaluator, × indicates an interaction effect, and Z ′j denotes a vector of personal

characteristics. Substituting equation (3) into equation (3), the probability that performer j is

preferred to performer −j by the evaluator is given by

Pr[Yi,j = 1] =
1

1 + exp(Vi,−j − Vi,j)
. (4)

Equation (4) is the model we seek to fit.25 Since performers in the ‘Both strong ties’ and ‘Both

weak ties’ treatments have the same social ties to the evaluator there is no difference between

the two performers in this respect (the terms drop out of Vi,−j - Vi,j). Moreover, personal

characteristics of an evaluator are stable across her valuation of the performers so they do not

25Note that the constant term a in (3) drops out of the equation in (4). In other words, the intercept plays no
role in the conditional probability of performer j being preferred over −j. For this reason, there is no intercept in our
estimation.
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enter the estimation equation. We estimate the combination of model (4) and (3) separately

for treatments with and without bribes. Table 6 reports the estimated coefficients.

Table 6: The effect of performance and bribes on the chance of winning

Dep. variable: being chosen winner (y=1) or not (y=0)
Model: Conditional Logit No bribe Bribe

Performance 2.539*** 2.194***
(0.915) (0.451)

Bribe 2.551***
(0.514)

Strong social tie 2.353*** 0.476
(0.618) (0.488)

Performance× Strong social tie 1.771** –0.241
(0.819) (0.600)

Bribe × Strong social tie –0.819**
(0.371)

N 192 240

Notes: The unit of observation is the single performer. The dependent variable is whether or not
the evaluator selects the performer to be the winner. Performance and bribe are both standardized.
‘Strong social tie” is a dummy variable which equals 1 if the performer has a strong social tie to the
evaluator. Recall that this only enters the regression if the other performer has a weak tie to the evaluator.
Conditional logit regression coefficients are reported. Robust standard errors between parentheses allow
for clustering at the level of an evaluator. * p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.

The coefficients in Table 6 reflect the direction and weights that the evaluator puts on the

attributes when valuing two performers (Long and Freese, 2006); a positive coefficient indicates

that the evaluator values a higher score on the attribute concerned. The larger the coefficient

is, the higher is the weight that the evaluator puts on the attribute. β1 represents the effect on

the evaluator’s decision of the performance of a performer in a treatment where two performers

have the same social ties with the evaluator (see eq. 3). Similarly, β4 measures the importance

of bribes by that performer. The marginal effect of performance when being the only performer

with a strong social tie to the evaluator is measured by β1 + β3; the effect of her bribes is

reflected by β4 + β5.

The results for the treatment without bribes show that both performance and social ties

to the evaluator contribute positively to the chance of being selected as the winner.26 The

effects are of a similar magnitude. Not only do both performance and social ties have an effect,

they also reinforce each other. Performance of those with a (sole) social tie to the evaluator is

rewarded at a significantly higher rate than for those without such a tie.

26The significant effect for a strong social tie provides support for Conjecture 1.
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Now consider the situation where bribes are possible. Here, performance is somewhat less

important than when bribes are not allowed. Moreover, for the effects of performance, being the

only performer with a strong social tie is a further disadvantage. For these performers there is,

however, still a significant effect of performance on the chances of winning the prize.27 Bribes

increase the probability of being awarded the prize (which confirms Conjecture 2). Though this

effect is significantly weaker for those with a (sole) strong social tie to the evaluator, bribes have

a significantly positive effect for these performers as well.28. Note that the negative effect of the

interaction term between Bribe and Strong Social Tie provides an answer to our main research

question; bribes and social ties are substitutes.

To test the differences in the effects of strong social ties with and without the possibility

of bribes, we conducted the conditional logit analysis for all treatments combined.29 We first

set bribes in the non-bribe treatment to zero and created a dummy variable indicating the

bribe treatment. To the regression equation for the treatment with bribes, we then added the

interaction between the new dummy and the strong social tie dummy (note that we cannot

add the bribe dummy itself because there is no within-pair variation). We also added the triple

interaction between the bribe treatment dummy, strong social tie, and performance. The results

for the variables reported in Table 6 remain qualitatively the same. For the interaction between

the bribe-treatment dummy and having a strong social tie, the coefficient is −1.78∗∗. The triple

interaction term has coefficient −2.15∗∗. This shows that the differences between the columns of

Table 6 in the corresponding coefficients are statistically significant. More details are available

upon request.

Table 7 illustrates the size of the effects implied by the coefficients reported in Table 6.

Numbers show the estimated probability of winning for a performer in various circumstances.

In all cells, the ‘other’ performer is assumed to have a weak social tie to the evaluator and

mean performance and bribe. When bribes are not possible, simply having a strong social tie to

the evaluator increases one’s likelihood of winning by 41%-points to 91%. The social-tie effect

is much smaller at 62% when bribes are possible. Increased performance also leads to a very

high chance of winning when there are no bribes. When a performer has a strong social tie

27The effect of a marginal increase in performance is given by β1 +β3; this remains significantly different from zero
(χ2(1) = 2.45, p = 0.001).

28For this group, the effect of a marginally higher bribe is given by β4 + β5. This is significantly larger than zero
(χ2(1) = 11.91, p = 0.001)

29We thank editor Marie-Claire Villeval for suggesting this analysis.
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Table 7: Estimated probability of winning

No bribe Bribe
Strong social tie 91.3% 61.7%
High performance weak tie 92.7% 90.0%

strong tie 99.9% 91.9%
High bribe weak tie – 92.8%

strong tie – 85.0%

Notes: If both performers have equal performance, social
tie to the evaluator, and bribe, then each has a probabil-
ity of 50% of being awarded the prize. The cells show a
performer’s probability of winning if she has a strong social
tie to the evaluator, or has a performance or bribe that is
one standard deviation above the mean. The other per-
former is assumed to remain without strong social tie to
the evaluator and have mean performance and bribe.

to the evaluator (and the other performer does not), having a one-standard-deviation better

performance makes winning the prize virtually certain. Even with a weak social tie, a better

performance leads to a very high chance of winning (93%).30 These effects of performance are

slightly weaker when bribes are possible, but – without difference in bribe – outperforming the

other still leads to a very high chance of winning. Other things equal, a one-standard-deviation

higher bribe than the other performer has an effect that is similar in magnitude to the one-

standard-deviation effect of a better performance. All in all, the possibility of bribes crowds out

the role of social ties and allows performers to compensate poor performance by bribing more

than the other.

5 Concluding remarks

We use a laboratory experiment to examine the interaction between social ties and corruption.

After generating social ties, triads of players enter a real-effort bribery game where one evaluator

selects one of two performers as the winner of a prize. There are three possible constellations of

social ties between the evaluator and the performers. This allows us to draw conclusions about

the causal relationship between on the one hand such ties and on the other hand performers’

decisions to bribe and evaluators’ corrupt behavior. We find that social ties have a strong effect

on evaluators’ decisions. When bribing is not an option, evaluators’ decisions exhibit a strong

30The result that in the absence of bribes and tie differences performance is rewarded so strongly is a clear indication
that evaluators consider it a natural choice to reward the better performer.
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tendency to give preferential treatment to those with whom they share a strong social tie. When

the evaluator can be bribed, the effect of strong ties disappear. Now, performance and bribes are

both rewarded to a similar extent, while ties have almost no effect on the evaluators’ decisions.

Our experiment is a first step towards a better understanding of how bribe-based corruption

interacts with social-tie based corruption. Various extensions to our setup could provide further

insights. First, one could extend the environment to allow for a repeated interaction between

performers and the evaluator. In the world outside the laboratory, interactions are often not

of a one-shot nature. Repetition would introduce reputation concerns (e.g., a reputation of

being open to bribes). Secondly, to deter corruption, policies typically include a penalty or

other type of punishment. Future research can determine the effect of punishment on bribes.

Thirdly, by design, we create a very corrupt environment because the evaluators are ‘forced’

to take both bribes. We made this design choice in order to create an environment in which

bribes somehow have become a ‘way of life’ and socially acceptable. Future work could extend

on this and allow for rejection of bribes. Though such extensions certainly provide interesting

venues for future research, we believe that the experiments discussed here provide valuable

insights into the interaction between social distance and corruption. Specifically, the result

that bribes crowd out tie-based corruption is important for understanding corruption in the

world outside the laboratory. When bribes are possible, ‘old-boys networks’ may be a less

important source of corruption than is typically assumed. It should be stressed, however, that

the social ties we consider are formed within the minimal-group paradigm. Stronger ties may

exist between members of groups that are formed naturally outside of the laboratory (see the

examples mentioned in the introduction). Whether stronger ties can also be crowded out by

bribes is an open question (note that bribes outside the laboratory are typically also orders of

magnitude higher than in our experiments). What our results do show, is that such crowding

out is a real possibility.

Though these should be taken with a caveat, some preliminary policy conclusions follow from

our results. First, consider environments where strong social ties exist between government

officials and business owners or managers, and bribes are common. Our results suggest that

policies here might do well in focusing first on stopping the bribes. Second, when bribes are

uncommon but social ties are strong, these ties should not be ignored. They may cause a strong

bias in government officials’ choices. Finally, a policy that has been becoming more popular
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in recent years is staff rotation. This aims at reducing the effects of social ties on important

public-sector decisions. Though we recognize the role of staff rotation in reducing repeated-

game strategies in corruption, our results suggest that such a policy may not reduce corruption

if bribes are readily used. In those circumstances, ties are less important for corrupt behavior

than bribes.

We believe our results to be generally applicable. An argument can be made, however, that

they are especially important for developing countries. As argued in the introduction, bribes are

particularly prevalent in the developing world, and social ties dictate business to government

relations. We conclude that in these countries, staff rotation, or alternative methods aimed at

reducing the effects of social ties are likely to fail in reducing corruption. A first step that is

needed is a reduction in the bribes themselves.
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Appendix A: Experimental Instructions

Instruction in Part One

Welcome to our experiment!

This is an experiment in decision-making. The amount of money you earn will depend upon
the decisions you make and on the decisions other people make. This experiment has 3 parts
and in total there are 24 participants.

Now you have already got 7 Euro for showing up here. Your total earnings will be the sum
of your payoffs and the show-up fee. In this experiment, we use experimental points (1 euro =
1 points). At the end of the experiment you will be paid IN CASH. Everyone will be paid in
private and you are under no obligation to tell others how much you earn.

You will receive separate instructions for the three parts before each part begins. Please read
all instructions carefully and do NOT communicate with each other during the experiment. If
you have a question, feel free to raise your hand, and an experimenter will come to help you.

[Subjects go to instruction on next page.]

For this experiment, we have randomly assigned you a personal ID (in capital). Yours is
– (the personal ID). Please remember your ID because you will use it later. Also please enter
below a three digit number between 99 and 1000 (for example: 123) as your personal password
to relog-in your page.

In this part you view three pairs of paintings so that we can know your preference for paint-
ings. You grade paintings with a slider (see below). The total scores of two paintings in one pair
will add up to 100. The more you prefer a painting, the higher score you give. For example, if
you strongly prefer a painting and dislike the other one, you can give 100 to the former and 0
to the latter.

Now you can practice with the slider below. The default score is 50 for each painting. If
you prefer the painting on the left, simply move the slider to the left and you will see the cor-
responding score. If you prefer the painting on the right, move the slider to the right. You can
always change your preferences before submitting your results.

[Subjects see the slider and they can practice with the example slider.]

Click on the slider, drag it, and see how the scores change! If it does not work, raise your
hand!

There are no right or wrong answers in this part. Also, you will not earn money in this part.

After you decide your preference, click on “confirm” to submit your choice. You will not
come back to the previous page.

Create your personal password: – (a three-digit number between 99 and 1000.)

[Subjects go to next page.]
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Instruction Question in Part One

Before the experiment starts, we will ask you some questions to check your understanding
about the first part. You can return to the instructions by clicking at the bottom of the page.

Will you get paid in part one?
- No.
- Yes.
- It depends.

When you are viewing two paintings, what does a score of “0” for a painting mean on a
slider?
- I really don’t like this painting.
- I really like this painting.
- I have no idea about this painting.

How often can you go back from the current paintings to change your scoring for the previous
pair?
- Never.
- Once.
- As often as you like.

[Three pairs of paintings are reviewed.]

Result Part One

Your score for the paintings on the left is –, and your score for paintings on the right is –.

Your rating is among the 12 people who have the highest rankings for paintings on the right
([left for the other half of subjects]) in today’s experiment.

Thus We will now split the 24 participants in todays experiment in two laboratories. The
split will be based on your taste for paintings. You and the other 11 with the highest prefer-
ences for paintings on the right will stay in this laboratory. You will move to another computer
station, however. Please pick up you belongings and find a desk in this laboratory with a red
marker and sit down. Then log into the computer by entering the ID that was assigned to you
and the 3-digit password you chose. Further instructions will follow when everyone has logged in.

[Subjects move to the other laboratory or different seats in the same lab. They will re-login
with their ID and password.]
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Instruction in Part Two

Now you have selected yourself into this lab with people who have similar tastes for paint-
ings. You have three tasks to do in this part. You will read the instructions at the beginning
of each of the three tasks.

Now the first task is:

Choose a slogan for your own lab

We have prepared three candidate slogans for your laboratory. Before you choose, you will
be given a chance to discuss the options with the other laboratory members via a chat box.
Before this is started, you will need to answer a few questions to check whether you have un-
derstood these instructions.

The chat box will be opened on the next page. You will be able to chat with the others in
this laboratory, but not with the other laboratory. The other laboratory will not be able to see
your chat.

In this part you are going to choose a slogan for your lab from three options. You log in
with your personal ID.

You can leave the chat by choosing “exit chat”. You will then be asked to vote for a slogan.
The slogan chosen by the majority will be the one used by your laboratory.

[Group chat box is open and they can talk with their group members about the slogan by
typing. There is no time limit.]

Choose one from the three candidates for your lab: [an example from one lab]
- Young Genius!
- My precious, my!
- Gifted Artist!

[After that, subjects go to the second task.]

Lab Tournament

In this part, your laboratory will participate in a tournament with the other laboratory.
Everyone will individually be shown five pairs of paintings. Each painting was made either by a
young child or by a professional artist. You will be asked to choose for each of the two paintings
which is the case.

All paintings were randomly selected from a pool of 15 paintings by young children and 15
by professional painters. For each pair, there are four possible answers: both paintings are by
children; the one on the left is by a child and the one on the right by a professional; left is by a
professional and right by a child; or both are by professional painters.

For each correct answer, you will receive one point, so you can earn a maximum of five
points. The points scored by everyone in your laboratory will be added up. The laboratory
with most points in total will receive 24 points, to be split equally. This means that if your
team scores more than the other lab, you will receive 2 points as a prize. If the other team
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scores best, you will receive nothing for this task.

The winning lab of this tournament will be announced in the end of the experiment.

[Five pairs of paintings are presented. Subjects work on the task. There is no time limit.]

Divide Money

Now, we ask you to divide 2 points between one randomly chosen other person in your own
laboratory and one randomly chosen person in the other laboratory. The amount you give will
be exchanged for euros at the end of the experiment.

Everyone else is making the same decision. This means that at the end of the experiment,
you may receive money from someone in your own laboratory and from someone in the other
laboratory.

How many points do you want to give to someone else in your own laboratory? [From 0 to
2, with an increment of 0.1 point]
How many points do you want to give to someone in the other laboratory? [From 0 to 2, with
an increment of 0.1 point] [Subjects go to instruction in Part Three]
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Instruction in Part Three

We now move to part 3. For this, you will be put in groups of three. Each group consists
of two performers and one judge. Each of the three members of your group could be from your
laboratory or from the other laboratory. You will be told later from which laboratory they are.

The two performers will perform a task. After they have finished, the judge will decide
on the winner. The winner will receive 10 points (to be converted to euros at the end of the
experiment). In addition, each performer will receive 5 points at the start of the task. The
judge will not perform the task and will receive a fixed payment of 10 points.

Next page you will find the instruction of the task.

The task that the performers do is a matrix game in eight minutes. You will see two 10x10
matrices. Your job is to find the highest number in the left matrix and the highest number in
the right matrix. Add these two numbers up and enter it. After you have entered a number,
two new matrices will appear no matter if your answer was correct or incorrect. You will receive
at most 30 matrices in 8 minutes.

The judge will be told the number of correct answers by the two performers in the group
and must then determine the winner of the prize.

Questions about instruction in part three

Before the third part starts, we would like to ask you a few questions to check your under-
standing of the instruction. You can return to the instruction for this part on the bottom of
this page.

How many roles there are for this task in part 3?
- Only one, we are either all performers or all judges.
- There are two roles: judges and performers.
- There are more than two roles.

Is it possible to play the task with another person from the other lab?
- Yes, I might play with another one or two persons from the other lab in this part.
- No, and I only play with the persons in this lab.
- Yes, and I only play with persons from the other lab.

What are the procedures for this task?
- First the computer will decide who are the judges and performers, and then performers start
the matrix game and judges wait.
- Everybody will complete the matrix game first, and then the computer chooses judges in each
group and the judge decides who is the winner between rest two performers.
- First the computer decides who are the judges and performers, and then everyone does the
matrix game.

How many judges and how many performers there are in this task?
- There are 12 judges and 12 performers, each performer is matched with one judge.
- There are 8 judges and 16 performers.
- The number of judges and performers are unknown.
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How many minutes does the matrix game take for performers?

The matrices that you will see during the experiment will be much larger. For now, assume
that one of the matrices on your screen consists of the numbers 19, 23, 41, 16, 25, 30, 12, 29,
22 and the other matrix consists of the numbers 31, 36, 20, 15, 28, 38, 17, 19, 31. What would
be the correct number to enter?

[On the next page, their role of whether they are judges or performers will be assigned. To
enhance the salience of group identity, the group slogan is mentioned.]

Pages for judges:

You are a judge.
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Pages for performers:

[in treatment Both weak tie] The two performers are both from a different laboratory than
the judge.

Slogan of your lab is [ ]

[in treatment One strong tie] You and the judge are from the same laboratory. The other
performer is from another laboratory. / You are from a different lab. The judge and the other
performer are from another laboratory.

Slogan of your lab is [ ]

[in treatment Both strong tie] You (two performers and the judge) are all from the same
laboratory.

Slogan of your lab is [ ]
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[Matrix task]

[Performers solve matrix task while judges are waiting for the results. When judges are
informed about the results of performance and bribes, she nominates the winners.]

[Performers’ page for bribing ]

You have now completed the task. We will report to the judge that you have [ ] correct
answers.

In addition, you and the other performer now have the option to send points to the judge.
The judge will know both scores and how much money the two performers have sent before
deciding on the winner. The winner is awarded 10 points.

You may choose to send any number of points between 0 and 10. The judge will keep all
points sent, no matter who is declared winner. Recall that you received 5 points at the start of
this part. If you send more and do not receive the prize, you may have to pay back some of the
7 euro you received as a show-up fee.

Choose points to send to the judge: [performers choose from 0 to 10 points on the screen]

[Judges’ page for winner nomination]

You must now decide on the winner of the contest. The performers have been given the
option to send you points.

All points sent to you are yours to keep, independent of the decision you make. Here are
the results of two performers:

Performer 1 from the other lab/from your lab solved [ ] matrices correctly. Performer 1 sent
to you [ ] point(s).

Performer 2 from the other lab/from your lab solved [ ] matrices correctly. Performer 2 sent
to you [ ] point(s).

The winner is: [judges choose between performer 1 and performer 2].
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Exit Survey

Please fill out the following questionnaire.

1) Gender:
- Male
- Female

2) Age: (only numbers)

3) Have you participated in a CREED experiment before?
- No.
- Yes, once.
- Yes, more than once.

4) Department where you study:
- Faculty of Economics and Business
- Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences-Psychology
- Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences-non Psychology
- Faculty of Science
- IIS: beta gamma bachelor
- Faculty of Law
- Faculty of Humanities
- Faculty of Medicine
- Faculty of Dentistry
- Another university
- A Dutch “hogeschool” (HBO)
- Other different places

5) You have done a lot of tasks today, individually and with others. Please rate how closely
attached you felt to different labs throughout the experiment . On a scale of 0 to 10 where 0
means you don’t feel anything to this lab and 10 means you really feel like belonging to this
lab.

How much you feel close to your own lab?
How much you feel close to the other lab?

6) We will give you one more chance to make some money in this experiment. You can do so
by predicting how well people did in the matrix task. How do you think people today in this ex-
periment perform in this matrix game? There are 16 performers in total who played the matrix
game in this experiment. Choose the number of people you think solve this number of matrices
correctly. You are given 5 points for a fully correct answer. For every difference between your
answer and the correct answer, we will subtract 0.25 points. If your answer differs by more than
20 from the correct answers, your payment for the survey would be 0. Your earnings in part 2
and part 3 will not be influenced. Make sure the total number of performers is 16. We know
from previous experiments that the best record for the matrix game is 12 matrices in 8 minutes.

[On the final page, the results for matrix game, group tournament, other-other allocation,
and the guesses about how well the others performed are revealed.]
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Appendix B: Part One

This appendix shows the three pairs of paintings used in part 1 of the experiment to split
participants in two ‘minimum’ groups. paintings used were obtained from open sources on the
internet.

Figure B1: Painting Pair 1 in Part One

Figure B2: Painting Pair 2 in Part One

Figure B3: Painting Pair 3 in Part One
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Appendix C: Paintings Used in Part Two

This appendix first discusses how participants jointly select a slogan for their laboratory. Sub-
jects are informed that the chosen slogan will be shown on their computer monitors in the
remaining parts of the experiment. They discuss three candidate slogans provided by us in a
chat box that is only available to subjects in the same laboratory. Subsequently, they decide by
majority vote. There is no time constraint for the chat. An example is given in Figure C1.

Figure C1: Group chat

Notes: The conversations is a screenshot from session 16 in the experiment. Subjects
are randomly assigned capital letters as their personal IDs. The three options for the
laboratory slogan are listed on the same page beneath the chat box. Subjects can see
their conversations in the same laboratory only and they can exit the chat whenever
they wish.

Next, we show the painting pairs that were used for the intergroup tournament in Part 2.
The correct solutions are provided below.
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Figure C2: Paintings in Group Tournament: Pair One

Figure C3: Paintings in Group Tournament: Pair Two

Figure C4: Paintings in Group Tournament: Pair Three
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Figure C5: Paintings in Group Tournament: Pair Four

Figure C6: Paintings in Group Tournament: Pair Five

Answers:
figure 2: left - child: Yavagina M, Age 11, Belarus, right - professional ‘Sam Gilliam’;
figure 3: left - child: Anna L., Age 2, U.S.A., right - professional ‘Gerhard Richter’;
figure 4: left - professional ‘Gerhard Richter’, right - professional ‘Picasso’;
figure 5: left - child: Jean-Pierre L., Age 9, U.S.A., right - child: Nicole G., Age 10, U.S.A.
figure 6: left - professional ‘Gerhard Richter’, right - professional ‘Nick Mauss’.
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Appendix D: Descriptives

Table D1: Descriptive statistics

Bribe Treatment No Bribe Treatment
Both One Both Both One Both
weak ties strong tie strong ties weak ties strong tie strong ties

Age 22.62 22.54 21.58 21.44 22.23 22.02
(2.74) (2.61) (2.21) (1.95) (2.43) (3.89)

Female% 60 60.29 58.33 58.33 56.25 58.33
(49.4) (49.29) (49.72) (49.82) (50.13) (49.82)

Economics major 72 73.53 70 72.92 66.67 70.83
(45.44) (44.45) (46.21) (44.91) (47.64) (45.93)

Closeness towards own group 5.4 5.04 4.67 5.13 5.02 5.06
(2.37) (2.83) (2.89) (2.86) (2.62) (2.64)

closeness towards other group 1.98 2.37 2.15 2.56 2.35 2.4
(1.84) (2.14) (1.96) (2.38) (2.15) (2.2)

Performers 40 48 40 32 32 32
evaluators 20 20NB 20 16 16 16
Subjects 60 68 60 48 48 48

Notes: Task performance refers to the number of matrix pairs correctly solved. Treatments are
defined in section 2.2.1.
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